
Add Section and Import Function Manually 

I will discuss how you add a section to your files and also how to 

import function from DLL and this process useful for us in unpacking 

process and put unpacking information in a new section and now we 

will add 100h (256 bytes) to the program and the information of 

section occupy 40 bytes so goto the last section as follows : 

 

The information which especially with section rsrc as follows 

VirtualAddress : 00068000h 

VirtualSize : 00003A00h 

RawOffset : 00061C00h 

RawSize : 00003A00h 

RVA for virtual address for this section it 00068000h and this value it 

total VirtualAddress + VirtualSize for the ".reloc" section and for  

example if we sum it that will become like this: 

00061000h + 00006108h = 00067108h 

SectionAlignment = 1000h so the sum to 1000 and the result will 

become 00068108 and if we use nearer ,1000 the final result will 

become 00068000h and this value pertain the Virtual Address for the 

"rsrc" section so we will sum the VirtualAddress and the VirtualSze 
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this section to result for us VirtualAddress for the new section as 

follows :  

00068000h + 00003A00h = 0006BA00h + 1000h = 0006CA00h 

After use ,1000 the final result 0006C000h and if you notice you will  

RawOffset total RwaOffset + RawSize for the previous section so the 

new information will become like this : 

VirtualAddress : 0006C000h       ---  00 C0 06 00 

VirtualSize : 100h                       ---  00 01 00 00 

RawOffset : 00065600h              ---  00 56 06 00 

RawSize : 100h                          ---  00 01 00 00 

Characteristics : E00000060       ---  60 00 00 E0 

You will put the previous information in Hex Workshop as follows : 

 

Then paste 256 bytes end the file and change NumberOfSection to 

number 9 and if you browse sections of program you will see that : 
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The previous form indicate to the new section which created and if we 

browse the information which pertain it you will see that : 

 

SizeOfImage it total VirtualAddress and RawSize like this : 
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Goto the RawOffset this : 

 

Add this values : 
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The previous values mean it : 

MOV EAX, 00458F84 

JMP EAX 

Save it and convert the RawOffset to VA with this : 

VA = RawOffset +(V.OffsetOfSection + R.OffsetOfSection) + ImageBase 

VA = 0046C010 and convert to RAV with this 

RVA = VA – ImageBase 

0006C010 = 0046C010 – 00400000 and put it in EP address like this : 

 

Load the program into ollydbg to see this message : 
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The pervious tell you the Entry Point it not in the section CODE but it 

in another section anyway press OK to see this form : 

 

Now we will talking about how to import a function from DLL.Import 

Table contain of structure as IMAGE_IMPORT_DESCRIPTOR and 

in this program we found 13 table and if we need to import a function 

we will increase the number of tables to 14  and we will must execute 

this steps to creating this values : 

1- move the tables from the exist place to another place. 

2- Change the value of directory to the new address. 

3- Add the function which you want to add it. 

4- Add the information which indicate to the new function to the 

new import. 

5- Change the EP to new EP which we add the instructions to it. 

The real place of import table it : 
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The previous tables we need to move it to another place nad you 

don't find a place in this Section (.idata) to paste it so we will 

create new section by using LORDPE as follows :  
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We add the size of section only and run the Hex Workshop to add 

the size as follows : 

 

Copy the previous tables to  this place : 
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Save the data and the address which we put this data is 000656D0 

 ) RVA = Raw Offset + (V.Offset of Section – R.Offset of Section

     = 000656D0 + ( 0006C000 – 00065600 ) 

     = 000656D0 + 00006A00 = 0006C0D0h 

Change the valus of directory to the previous value as this form : 
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Run the program and you will the program run correctly after that add 

the function by importing it form the file "Password.dll" therefore run 

DllSniper and choose the file DLL to see that : 
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The function which we want to import in PasswordMain so goto the 

last Function which found in .idata section and add the File Name and 

the function as this form : 
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as you see we write the File Name and leave tow zero because this 

indicate to the function "Hint" and you must find this values : 

RVA of dll Name = Raw Offset + (V.Offset of Section – R.Offset of Section ) 

 ) RVA of Function Name = Raw Offset + (V.Offset of Section – R.Offset of Section

RVA of dll Name = 0005B7C0 + 00002A00 = 0005E1C0 (C0 E1 05 00) 

RVA of Function Name = 00005B7D0 + 00002A00 = 0005E1D0 (D0 E1 05 00) 

We will put the RVA odll Name under it directly  as follows : 

 

Then we must find the RVA of IMAGE_THUNK_DATA lik this :0 

RVA of image_thunk_data = 0005B7E0 + 00002A00 = 0005E1E0 (E0 E1 05 00) 

Then goto the new place of import table as follows : 
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Add this value : 

 

Run the program to see it work correctly and if you Browse the 

Properties in PEBrowsePro Program and goto the new section and 

select this option : 
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You will see the new import like this : 

 

Change the EP to the 0006C000 as follows : 
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If you notice you will see the value 0006C000 she the start of new 

section but in the memory and this we need it and if you want to see 

that run PEiD to see that : 

 

Now we will need to become the new function correct successfully 

and the new function call it with this instruction : 

CALL DWORD PTR [xxxxxx] 

xxxxx it RVA of IMAGE_THUNK_DATA  + ImageBase like this : 

0005E1E0 + 00400000 = 0045E1E0 
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Run OllyDbg and add this instruction : 

 

As you see in the previous form the name of function  show beside it 

and add this instruction also : 

MOV EAX , 00458F84 

JMP EAX 

And the final form will become as such : 

 

Run the program to see the function work correctly as follows : 

 

Congratulation , you import a function successfully and I leave you to 

knowing the password. 
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